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l'OSSUPS - WEAPONS OF ASS DESTRUCTION
TRASHMASTERS 2004 - UT ·CHATTANOOGA
Questions by Chris Hendry et al. with help from Billy Beyer and your genial quizmaster

1. He has cousins named Clem, Zeke, Rufus, Billy Bob, Billy Jim, Billy Billy Banana-fana Fo Filly, Tug, Enos, and
Rainchild ... among plenty of others. He also has a computer wife named Karen, who finds it quite amusing that his first
name is Sheldon. He once fell into one of his own inventions, a component analyzer, that determined he was made up of
1% evil, 99% hot gas. Voiced by Mr. Lawrence, this is, FTP, what purveyor of the Chum Bucket and tiny, constant
seeker of the secret formula for the Krabby Patty?
Plankton
Answer:

2. The first is Pure Potentiality. Next comes Giving, and then Cause and Effect, or Kharma. The fourth is Least Effort.
The fifth is "Intention and Desire." After this comes Detachment, and lastly "Purpose in Life", or Dharma. Collectively,
they are a "practical guide to the fulfillment of your dreams." FTP, what are these principles introduced to us in 1993 by
Deepak Chopra?
Answer:
The Seven Spiritual Laws of Success
3. At the age of 17, she moved into Pickfaire, one of Old Hollywood's most famous mansions. There, she grew
accustomed to regular traffic of Playboy Playmates. At age 19, she became the General Manager of her own World Team
Tennis franchise. All of this life experience culminated in 1995 when she not only became a Playboy centerfold herself,
but was also named as an executive of the local NBA team. She's had a fling with John McEnroe and was once married
to volleyball gold medallist Steve Timmons. FTP, name this LA Lakers Executive VP, longtime girlfriend of Phil
Jackson, and daughter of Lakers owner Jerry.
Answer:
Jeannie Buss
4. Chris attends the University of Massachusetts at Amherst and his easygoing but accident-prone. Jim is also from
Massachusetts and owns a stonemason business. Glenn owns 26 businesses and Mindy used to be correspondent on
Entertainment Tonight. Pat makes videos about earth science and frequently appears on newscasts covering natural
disasters. Kate's mom was a contestant in Survivor 6: Amazon, and hails from Missouri, not Kansas. And Rachael, of
course, wears a shiny evening gown ... exclusively. Each bested (or will soon best) his or her counterpart to remain, urn,
stranded, FTP, where?
Answer:
The Real Gilligan's Island (do not accept references to the GOLD TEAM, as Skipper Jim was
the only survivor from the GREEN TEAM)
5. Represented are Anderson Cooper 360, Loew's Theatres, Maxell, Kevin Hill, Bertlsmann Music Group, McDonalds,
Kodak, Virgin, and especially Team America World Police. Apparently MTV has gotten a bit lax on the pixelation of
corporate logos in music videos, since all of these can be clearly seen in this 2004 video. Of course, the digital artists
would have had to blur practically the entire background since it was filmed in the middle of Times Square. FTP name
this Nathaniel Hornblower-directed video, the latest from the Beastie Boys' "To the 5 Boroughs."
Answer:
Right Right Now Now
6. JJ is a domineering patriarch. He believes that disputes should be settled through kicking ass than through civilized
means. In their struggle to break away from him and his trucking empire, one son dies in the Korean War, while another is
arrested for murder. Only Gary, the youngest son, manages to survive the familial carnage. Throw in the lustful romantic
liaisons of daughter Ali and you've got the makings for a real dandy of a potboiler. FTP, name this 1975 release which
stared Forrest Tucker as JJ, the directorial debut of Max Baer, Jr.
Answer:
The Wild McCuUochs
7. Along with a 2000 drunk driving bust (for which he pleaded guilty), he was indicted in October 2001 for assaulting his
wife and one of her friends during a domestic dispute. In December 2002, he pleaded guilty to a misdemeanor harassment
count and was directed to attend anger control classes, pay a $1000 fine, and ordered not to drink to excess (specifically
beyond the state's .08 limit), while 2003 found him filing for bankruptcy. FTP, name this hero of the 16th-inning, 1986
Game Six World Series rally, one half of the "Partners in Grime" duo with Len Dykstra, and former Arizona
Diamondbacks manager fired only four days after being hired.
Answer:
Wally Backman

8. Born in Concord, MA and raised in Knoxville, TN, his first drawings showed up in the Doyle High Trailblazer, his
High School newspaper. A rugby fanatic, he graduated in 1994 with Fine Arts and Art History degrees from Amherst. In
1999, United Features Syndicate began syndication of his comic strip, which depicts the life of a young bachelor and his
two adorable, if somewhat insane pets. Winner of the 2002 Best Newspaper Comic A ward, FTP name this artist, them
man who created the characters of Rob Wileo, Bucky Katt, and Satchel Pooch in the comic strip Get Fuzzy.
Answer:
Darby Conley
9. An Illinois native, he provided the voice of the Captain in the English version of Cowboy Bebop: The Movie. Better
known as a musician, he was instrumental in the 1969 "Bringing the Blues Back Home" festival in Chicago's Grant Park,
the forerunner to the annual Chicago Blues Festival. His work with Chicago's Second City helped him become friends
with John Belushi, who would be involved in providing the role for which he is best known. FTP, name this man, the
front man for the Magictones and pianist extraordinaire for Joliet Jake and Elwood Blues.
Answer:
Murph(y) Dunne
10. He went to grade school with members of Maroon 5 and to high school with Jason Segel of "Freaks and Geeks", and
he got his first driving lesson from Paul Newman. His first film role was as Bill Crystal's son in City Slickers. He did not
appear in Pleasantville, The Ice Storm, or Seabiscuit. FTP name this actor, who did appear in October Sky, The Day After
Tomorrow, and Donnie Darko.
Answer:
Jake Gyllenhaal
EDITOR'S NOTE in case they don't get it: the 3 rd sentence is to distinguish himfrom his doppelganger, Tobey Maguire.
11. The debut episode of CSI: New York was a blatant ripoff of this book. In it, Detective Inspector Tom Thome is
investigating a series of strange murders where women are being drugged and killed in a virtually undetectable manner.
Until that is, when the killer does the job "properly" and succeeds in causing a victim to enter "locked in syndrome"
which is caused by the pinching off of the carotid artery for a short enough period of time so that the victim looks to be
vegetative, but is completely aware of what is going on around them. FTP, name this novel, the debut for British
Comedian Mark Billingham.
Answer:
Sleepyhead
12. Not only was it made-for-TV, it stretched that title further by being a made-for-*SYNDICATED*-TV movie.
Regardless, it had such an interesting premise and was such a hit that it spawned a worse-than-the-first sequel the
following year, with several returning characters, but only one actor reprising her original role - Zohra Lampert as Wilma
Farnham. FTP, name this 1980 TV movie about Kirby Winter, his inherited uncle's extraordinary invention, and Bonnie
Lee Beaumont starring Robert Hays and Pam Dawber - the certain inspiration for the 2002 big screen flick Clockstoppers.
Answer:
The Girl, The Gold Watch, and Everything
13. He was invited to stop dealing drugs and move to New Orleans at the age of 16 after being discovered by Cash
Money's Brian "Baby" Williams. After spending 4 years behind the scenes, he got frustrated, went back home to
Nashville, and started dealing again, got which eventually netted him two gunshot wounds. It was around this time that he
and rapper D-Tay recorded and released Thuggin' Til the End to little fanfare. Shortly thereafter, he was invited to go on
tour with Juvenile - who was also fed up with slow progress at Cash Money. When the tour hit New York, he met 50
Cent and was soon asked to join G-Unit. FTP, name this gansta born David Darnell Brown, who solo album, Straight
Outta Cashville debuted at #3 in August 2004, but is certainly more notorious of late for allegedly stabbing Jimmy James
Johnson after Johnson attacked Dr. Dre at this year's always-eventful Vibe Awards.
Answer:
Young Buck
14. Born August 28, 1981, he was a 2000 graduate of Willard High School. While in High School he broke 17 school
records, including passing yards (6,209) and TD passes (54). As of the beginning of the 2003-04 Football season he has
compiled 8,426 passing yards and 46 touchdowns, making him a candidate for the Davey O'Brien and Johnny Unitas
Awards along with the Heisman Trophy. FTP, name this player who received his biggest exposure on Nov. 5,2004 when
he led his Akron Zips to a come from behind 31-28 victory against Marshall, the next first round QB from the MAC.
Answer:
Charlie Frye

\ 15. Coma victims love them. If you're tired, blue and can't get out of bed, don't worry. They deliver! They even offer
curbside service for those who call in and then are too much of a fat ass to get out of the car. So come on in and get a plate
of Zesty Onion Wings, a loaf of Salsa Cookie Bread, a 96 oz. tankard of Tonic Water, or sample some of their fantastic
Honey-Maple-Ranch Sauce! FTP, name this restaurant, where you'll wish you'd had less fun, an official sponsor of
Sealab 2021.
Answer:
Grizzlebee's
16. Based on a book by Mark Miller, it tells the story of the young daughter of a politician who runs away because she is
unhappy due to lack of attention from her parents. She hides in the car of two not-sa-bright fugitives, who end up
becoming the adoring parent figures that she always wanted. Fun filled, family friendly hilarity ensues as the police close
in on the supposed kidnappers. Remade by French director Marco Pica in 1988, this is FTP what movie starring Mark
Miller as Alvie, Donovan Scott as Boots, and Bridgette Andersen as the title character?
Savannah Smile
Answer:
17. As a teenager, he was recruited to Professor Charles Xavier's "school for gifted youngsters" but was self-conscious
since he was the youngest member of the original team. After the White Queen took over his body, he went through a
period of deep depression and realized that he never reached the true potential of his abilities. For ten points -- name this
X-Men superhero with the alias Bobby Drake who can shape ice formations into any structure.
Answer: Iceman [accept Bobby Drake before it's said]
18. Antwon got two fish named Ike and Tina. Wyatt got a new wing and Logan got a Blackberry. Christine got a
massager for her Grandma Jessie, while Nile got her own river ... and some new heels. All of this thanks to Jimmy, Alex,
Danny, Aren, Ish, Big Dane, Mad Mike and the rest of the good folks at West Coast Customs - yep, there's the giveaway.
So quick, FTP, name this ultra-cool MTV series hosted by X-to-the-Z, Xzibit.
Pimp My Ride
Answer:
19. The son of a Church of God minister, he had a fairly successful boxing career culminating in a 1988 appearance on
USA's Friday Night Fights where he lost via TKO to an aging Roberto Duran. Over the next 12 years he turned his
attention to music, and in 1997 he was discovered by Miles Copeland and signed to A&M Records. His first two albums
Hammer and Nail and Ain't Love Strange went unnoticed, but his 2002 album Mission Temple Fireworks Stand got him
opening act duties for Sting and Mark Knopfler. FTP, name this alternative blues/rock artist, featured heavily on The Bob
and Tom Show most famously for his song "It's a Great Day to Whup Somebody's Ass."
Answer:
Paul Thorn
20. Winner of the 1966 Heisman Trophy, he was selected by the San Francisco 4gers with the third pick in the 1967 NFL
Draft. Playing with the 4gers from 1967 to 1975, his first stint in coaching was for the Tampa Bay Bandits of the nowdefunct USFL. Coaching there from 1983-1985, he then took over at Duke where he posted a 20-13-1 record. For ten
points -- name this former Washington Redskins and University of Florida coach.
Answer: Steve Spurrier
21.
Invented by Max Keith, it was originally made from byproducts of cheese and jam production and its name comes
from the German word for imagination. Acquired by The Coca-Cola Company in 1960, it is more popular in Europe than
the United States. While the orange flavor represents 70% of its sales, there are several other citrus and fruit flavors such
as apple, strawberry, pineapple, and grape. For ten points -- name this 'fantastic' beverage.
Answer: Fanta
22.
In August of 2003, a U.S. court said this technically falls within the terms for suicide while one in June of 2003
said it does not. Briefly mentioned in Erika Barr's "Acquisition of Power" and the movie "Ken Park", it is an important
plot element in the films "The Ruling Class" and "Rising Sun." The certain cause of death for the British Conservative MP
for Eastleigh, Stephen Milligan, it is the possible cause of death for Jerzy Kosinski and Michael Hutchence. For ten points
-- name this practice of self-strangulation while masturbating.
Answer: autoerotic asphyxiation

23.
Set in a big department store, it featured Jodie, a store display designer who along with mannequin turned human \
Jeff served up daily helpings of singing, dancing, comedy and more. Along with their puppet friends Muffy the Mouse,
Sam the Security Guard, and female supercomputer TXL they provided the recommended daily allowances of early
childhood education and sweet, joyful entertainment. Produced by Ontario TV for seven seasons, it had its highest profile
run on Nickelodeon from 1981-87. FTP, say "Hocus Pocus Alamagocus" and "shout loud and clear" the name of this 80's
cable TV gem.
Answer:
Today's Special
24.
Tony Hill empathizes with serial murderers and their victims. So much so, that when he is called in to consult on
a case, he can see actually see the crime. His eccentricity and his unorthodox investigating style make it sometimes hard
for his colleague, Detective Inspector Carol Jordan, to trust him. Based on the novels of Val McDermid, this is FTP a brief
description of what Saturday night BBC America crime drama starring Touching Evil's Robson Green?
Answer:
Wire in the Blood
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Questions by Chris Hendry et al. with help from Billy Beyer and your genial quizmaster
1. Given the lead singer of a current "Screamo" band, name the band FIP each. If you need the name of that band's most
recent entry in MTV2's Rock Countdown, you'll earn 5 pts.
a. 10 - Bert McCracken
Answer:
The Used
5 - Take It Away
b. 10 - Gerald Way
5 - I'm Not Okay (I Promise)
Answer:
My Chemical Romance
c. 10 - Ryan Key
5 - Only One
Answer:
YeIIowcard
2. And then there were two. Given the recently fired African-American College Football Coach name the school that
fired them this year, 5-10-15.
a. 5pts: Tyrone Willingham
Notre Dame
Answer:
b. IOpts: Fitz Hill
San Jose State
Answer:
c. 15pts: Tony Samuel
Answer:
New Mexico State [do not accept or prompt on New Mexico]
3. *Sigh* Ahh ... the 80's. Remember those fun times when everybody's favorite video games became fodder for really
mediocre Saturday morning TV? FIPE answer these questions about the cartoon incarnation of Namco's Pac-Man.
a. The executives at ABC weren't satisfied with just having ghosts as the main antagonists. Instead, they created this man
who exhorted his evil ghosts to steal power pellets from the Power Forest, which was guarded by the hero.
Answer:
Mezmaron
b. Pac Man's family just wasn't complete without his loving and faithful pets. FIP name either.
Answer:
Chomp Chomp or Sour Puss
c. This actor, who is more famous for the 1962 TV Series I'm Dickens, He's Fenster and being married to Shirley Jones,
provided the voice for Pac Man.
Answer:
Marty Ingels
4. Everybody loves the Muppets, especially other actors. Given a performer tell whether he/she was in The Muppet Movie,
The Great Muppet Caper, The Muppets Take Manhattan, or none of the above. 5 pts. each
1) Michael Caine
Answer:
None of the above
2) James Coburn
Answer:
The Muppet Movie
3) Gates McFadden
Answer:
The Muppets Take Manhattan
4) Peter Ustinov
Answer:
The Great Muppet Caper
5) Jennifer Saunders
Answer:
None of the Above
6) Peter Falk
Answer:
The Great Muppet Caper
5. O.K., we'll try to make our "name-the-potent-potable-from-ingredients" question worthy of TrashMasters. FTPeach,
name the potent potable CONTAINING THE WORD 'PUCK' from ingredients - according to bardrinks.com.
1. 1 part Jack Daniels, 1 part Tequila, 1 part Tabasco Sauce
Answer:
Fist Fuck
2. 1 oz. Tequila Blanco, 1 oz. Vodka, 1 oz. Blue Curacao, Y2 oz. Peach Schnapps, Y2 oz. Triple Sec, 1 oz. Sour Mix, and 2
oz. Pineapple juice
Answer:
Fuck Me Blue
3. Y2 oz. Melon Liqueur, Y2 oz. Bourbon, Y2 oz. Tequila, Y2 Bacardi 151
Answer:
Mind Fuck

6. VISUAL BONUS: For any devotee of Homestar Runner, the year's highlight is the annual Halloween Cartoon. Given
a snapshot from the cartoon name choose 6 of the 11 characters and name the character and the costume they're wearing.
Homestar Runner - Carl and! or Spaclder
Answer:
Bubs - One of the five most important people in the world
Strong Sad - David Bowie (Aladdin Sane is ACCEPTABLE, too)
The Poopsmith - Lion-O
Strong Mad- Ben Wallace
The King of Town - The Mayor of Halloweentown
Strong Bad - Cesar Romero as The Joker (accept either)
Pom Pom - The Big Boy (acc. Shoney's Big Boy)
The Cheat - Sigmund
Marzipan - Willie Nelson
Coach Z - Tupac
7. Given a definition of a finishing maneuver from www.wrestlingencyciopedia.com. name it for 10 pts. You'll get 5 if
you need the wrestler(s) that it is associated it.
a. 10 pts. The wrestler lifts up his opponent as if to do a powerbomb, but instead of slamming him down, he lets him hang
straight down with his head a foot over the mat. Then, he drives his opponent straight down head first into the mat. Due
to the danger of injury involved to the opponent it is rarely used.
5 pts. Toshiaki Kawada
Ganso Bomb
Answer:
b. 10 pts. A Tag-Team maneuver, it performed while the opponent is standing (or held up), Partner #1 sweeps the legs out
from the back of the opponent while Partner #2 performs a spinning heel kick from the front.
5 pts. Perry Saturn and John Kronus.
Answer:
Total Elimination
c. 10 pts. While sitting on the top rope with his opponent standing in front of him facing towards the opposite comer, the
wrestler slides his arm under his opponent's chin, and does a flip off the top rope, bringing his opponents chin down over
his shoulder. Similar to an Ace Crusher or Stone Cold Stunner, only from the top rope.
5 pts. Masato Tanaka
Diamond Dust
Answer:
8. On October 19,2004 Artemis Records released "Enjoy Every Sandwich" a tribute to the late rocker Warren Zevon.
Various artists came together to cover their personal favorite Zevon songs. For 10 pts. each when given a Zevon song
name the artist who covered it on the tribute album. If you need a song from the artist's own repertoire you'll get 5.
10 pts. "Don't Let Us Get Sick"
5 pts. "Money Shot", "I Kissed a Girl"
Answer:
Jill Sobule
10 pts. "Splendid Isolation"
5 pts. "Crystal Village", "Pass Me By"
Answer:
Pete Yorn
10 pts. "Werewolves of London"
5 pts. "My Little Chicken", "My Sweatshirt," "At a Medium Pace"
Answer:
Adam Sandler
9. For ten points each -- name these memorable reality show contestants.
(10) On "Survivor: The Amazon", this future winner stripped naked in order to get peanut butter and Oreos.
Answer: Jenna Morasca
(10) On "Real World: Seattle", Stephen slapped this female in the face who would later quit because of her Lyme disease.
Answer: Irene McGee
(10) On "Big Brother 2", this man, under the influence of alcohol, placed a knife to the throat of fellow houseguest Krista
and was promptly disqualified and evicted.
Answer: Justin Sebik

,. 10.40-30-20-10-1 Name the thing from various descriptions
40 pts. It has been the answer of multiple trash questions
30 pts. In undergraduate teaching, they can be found in Cases Study Assignments, for example an IT software design
assignment may describe the problems of an oil company etc, and the student is required to find a solution in software.
Usually it doesn't matter at all if the case study is about oil, cars, ties, or whatever - the important thing is that the student
knows how to design a software system.
20 pts. They might be a Scottish name, taken from a story about two men in a train. One man says, "What's that package
up there in the baggage rack?" And the other answers, "0 that's a
"
The first one asks, "What's a _ _ ? "Well" the other man says, "It's an apparatus for trapping lions in the Scottish
Highlands." The first man says, "But there are no lions in the Scottish Highlands," and the other one answers "Well then
that's no _ _ !" So in actuality they're nothing at all.
10 pts. First heard of in a 1939 lecture given by Alfred Hitchcock, perfect examples of them are the "government secrets"
that motivate the action in North by Northwest (1959). Another typical one is the Maltese Falcon. They get the characters
together, pit them against each other, but tum out to be worthless.
1 pt. An example is in the film High Anxiety, where Mel Brooks is thrown for a loop when his reserved hotel room was
instead assigned to a Mr. McGuffin.
Answer:
McGuffin
11. Detective fiction: It's not just for dudes anymore. For 10 points, when given a brief biography of a lady gumshoe,
name her. You'll get 5 points if you need the author who created her.
a. 10 pts. With a Law Degree from Georgetown, a M.D. from Johns Hopkins and with skills in the kitchen that would
humble Mario Battali, you would think that she would have an easier time finding a steady beau. Unfortunately her
boyfriends either keep getting blown up or placed in the Witness Protection Program.
5 pts. Patricia Cornwell
Answer:
Kay Scarpetta
b. 10 pts. A twice divorced cop turned P.I., the only steady male presence in her life is her landlord Henry, of whom she
has said if he were 35 years younger, she'd be all over him. Besides, the mysteries that pop in and around the fictional
town of Santa Teresa, CA, make having a personal life nearly impossible.
5 pts. Sue Grafton
Answer:
Kinsey Millhone
c. 10 pts. She landed a gig with her sleazy cousin Vinnie's bail bonding company when she lost her job and had to make
money. Her big attitude and willingness to humiliate herself in order to learn the trade makes tracking criminals in
Trenton one heck of an adventure.
5 pts. Janet Evanovich
Answer:
Stephanie Plum
12. FTPE name these baseball players in the news this past week, or at least in the fine print after you get past the BondsGiambi steroids story:
a) After a 12-6 season interrupted by a strained stomach muscle, this pitcher has given the A's a deadline of March 1 to
offer him a contract extension; otherwise he'll go for free agency after the 2005 season.
Answer:
Tim Hudson
b) This lefthander became a free agent when the Mets declined his $10 million option for next season. After weeks of
speculation that he'd go to the Yankees, source now indicate he'll sign a deal for a second tour of duty with the Marlins.
Answer:
Al Leiter [I think we're past the point where we need to distinguish him from Mark]
c) A civil jury in Houston awarded $950,000 to Michelle Rudolph, ex-mistress of this former Astros pitcher most recently
with the Dodgers, because he took a trip to the Dominican Republic and brought her back the gift that keeps on giving genital herpes.
Answer:
Jose Lima

13. It's time to play Before and After!!! Here's how it works: I give you a set of clues for a set of three people whose
names flow perfectly into one another. You answer must be the combination of the names in the order of the clues. FrPE:
a. The wife of actor Peter Facinelli ,along with the alter ego of Chris Gaines, followed by the former Cubs and Rockies
third baseman who resurfaced as a relief pitcherlPinch Hitter of the Milwaukee Brewers.
JennieGarthBrooksKieschnick
Answer:
b. A former all-star Catcher for the Braves, Cardinals, and Mets ,along with a 2001-2003 AL Golden Glove outfielder,
followed by the actress who successfully sued producer Aaron Spelling after being fired from Melrose Place when he
discovered she was with child.
Answer:
Joe Torre(ii)HunterTylo
c. The author of How to Make Love Like a Porn Star, followed by one half of Simon & Simon, along with the star of the
indie flick Party Girl
Answer:
JennaJamesonParkerPosey
14.
Given the inspiration for a roommate in Comedy Central's crass "Drawn Together," name the crass "Drawn
Together" character, 5-10-15-20-30
a. Betty Boop
Answer:
Toots and/or Braunstein
b. Pikachu
Ling Ling
Answer:
c. Spongebob Squarepants
Wooldoor Sockbat
Answer:
d. Any Disney "damsel in distress"
Answer:
Princess Clara
e. The black chick from Josie and the Pussycats
Answer:
Foxxy Love
15. If you're like me, then you really enjoy the original Manhunter (1986), directed by Michael Mann, to Bret Ratner's
2002 Red Dragon. For 10 pts. each, given a character that appeared in both films, name the Actor/Actress who played the
role in the original. You'll get 5 pts. if you need additional information.
a. 10 pts. FBI Section Chief Jack Crawford
5 pts. A former policeman, he joined the cast of Law and Order in 2004.
Answer:
Dennis Farina
b. 10 pts. Molly Graham
5 pts. She was Jonathan Pryce's dream girl in Brazil and Billy Crystal's love interest in Throw Mamafrom the Train
Kim Greist
Answer:
c. 10 pts. Reba McClane
5 pts. With nominations for Nixon, The Crucible, and The Contender, she has quickly become known as one of the
best actresses in Hollywood to not have won an Oscar.
Answer:
Joan Allen
16. 5-10-20-30, name the Eighties one-hit wonder from ... well, their hit.
a) Heart and Soul [not the Huey Lewis one]
T'Pau
Answer:
b) 88 Lines About 44 Women
Answer:
The Nails
c) The Never Ending Story
Answer:
Limahl
c) Turning Japanese
Answer:
The Vapors

'17. For ten points each -- name these clues about "Married... with Children. "
(10) This middle aged men's club meets in AI's garage to discuss matters such as girls and drinks Girle Girl Beer.
Answer: NO MA'AM (accept: _National Organization of Men Against Amazonian Masterhood_)
(10) This child was adopted by the Bundy family but was an extremely unpopular character and was dropped from the
show without an explanation.
Answer: Seven
(10) The show's theme song was sung by this man.
Answer: Frank Sinatra

18. O.K. it's late and we're phoning in this Lit bonus. F5PE each, given a title on USA Today's 150 Top Selling Books
for the week ending Nov. 28, 2004, name the author.
a. Tears for Water
Answer:
Alicia Keys
b. Dreams from My Father
Answer:
Barack Obama
c. Emma's Secret
Answer:
Barbara Taylor Bradford
d. A Redbird Christmas
Answer:
Fannie Flagg
e. Skipping Christmas
Answer:
John Grisham
f. When Washington Crossed the Delaware
Answer:
Lynne Cheney
19.
Given a non-January Bowl Game site and date scheduled this month, give the full name of the bowl game, FTPE.
a. New Orleans, December 14, 2004
Answer:
Wyndham New Orleans Bowl (prompt on just Wyndham)
b. Las Vegas, December 23, 2004
Answer:
Pioneer Pure Vision Las Vegas Bowl (prompt on anything less than all)
c. Houston, December 30, 2004
Answer:
EV1.net Houston Bowl
20.
FTSNOP, answer the following questions about a certain cartoon series that is the perfect blend of "Sunday
morning values and Saturday morning TV"
5 pts. What is the collective name of this series of cartoons that is hosted by Bob the Tomato and Larry the Cucumber?
Veggie Tales
Answer:
10 pts. What is the name of the company responsible for creating Veggie Tales with the goal of teaching life lessons
without ever being preachy?
Answer:
Big Idea
15 pts. The first video in the Veggie Tales series, it teaches kids learn God is bigger than the boogieman, and can even
close the mouths of lions.
Answer:
Where is God When I'm S-Scared?
21.
On a 40-30-20-10-1 basis, given clues, name the movie.
(40) It's a movie
(30) This 1980 film cost $3.5 million and only took 34 days to make.
(20) It includes the line "Looks like I picked the wrong week to stop sniffing glue."
(10) The plot deals with Ted Striker, a man who has a deep aversion against flying after he lost several men in the war,
but is forced to after members ofthe crew, including Peter Graves as the captain, have gotten sick.
(1) Its sequel was entitled Airplane II: The Sequel
Answer: Airplane!

22.
For ten points each -- given NCAA football teams, name the conference to which they belong.
(10) South Florida, East Carolina, and Tulane
Answer: Conference USA
(10) Central Florida, Marshall, and Miami of Ohio
Answer: Mid-American
(10) North Texas, Louisiana-Monroe, and Middle Tennessee State
Answer: Sun Belt
23.
It should be pretty easy for a TrashMasters crowd to name the only 2 movies to receive 14 Oscar nominations, so
let's go with movies that have received 13 nominations. Since Lord ofthe Rings accomplished this feat in 2004, let's
drop them from the question. Therefore, F5PE, name any 6 of the other 7 movies in Oscar history to have received
exactly13 nominations. If it helps, five of the seven won Best Picture.
Answer:
Chicago, Shakespeare in Love, Forrest Gump, Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf,
From Here To Eternity, Mary Poppins, Gone With the Wind
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